SECTIONS 5-1, 5-2 Deposits and Withdrawals

To open a savings account, you must make a deposit. Every deposit you make is added to the balance of your account. Every withdrawal you make is subtracted from the balance of your account. Your bank may provide deposit and withdrawal slips for you to fill out for each transaction.

Total Deposit = (Currency + Coins + Checks) – Cash Received

1. Your account number is 718512. You wish to deposit $34 in currency, $6.25 in coins, and a check for $228.91. Complete the savings deposit slip.

2. Your account number is 421746. You wish to deposit 120 dimes, 25 quarters, and checks for $184.63 and $196.17. You wish to receive $50 in cash. Complete the savings deposit slip.

3. Your account number is 0651831. You wish to withdraw $332.16. Complete the savings withdrawal slip.

4. Your account number is 9841730. You wish to withdraw one hundred twenty-three dollars and sixty-four cents. Complete the savings withdrawal slip.